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Sign up for 
free frequent

flyer accounts,
even if you 

don’t fly often.

Earn miles 
every time
you fly and

for everything
you do.

Keep track
of your 

miles with 
great apps.

Set goals for
your miles,
know when
to cash in.

Earning Miles 
While Flying
a Always enter a frequent flyer number.

Miles lead to free flights, upgrades
and more. Even small amounts of
miles can be used for money off a
future flight, gift cards, wine and
champagne, magazines and more. 

a You can fly lots of airlines and still
earn miles on just one airline. Airlines
have partners, allowing you to use a
frequent flyer number of a different
airline to the one you’re flying and still
earn miles. 

Keeping Track
of your Miles
a Award Wallet: Handy app

that keeps track of all
your miles, updates them
automatically AND lets
you know when they’re
expiring. 

a Airline Apps: Most airlines
have useful apps which
allow you to check
balances, expiration dates
and more.
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USING YOUR MILES

Plan early, be as
flexible 

as possible. 

Use your miles to fly
on airline partners,

giving you more flights
to more destinations.Save time searching,

use apps to email
you about 

availability.

Consider nearby
destinations and

airports for 
better availability.
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Earning Miles 
Without Flying
a There are more than 10 ways to earn miles

without flying.

a If you have a rewards earning credit card
from an airline you’ll earn at least one mile
for every pound you spend plus any bonuses.
It adds up

a You should earn miles for everything you do and
buy even without a rewards credit card. You
can earn miles from online shopping, eating at
restaurants, buying wine, buying groceries,
filling out surveys, tweeting, liking something on
Facebook, staying in hotels and more.

Plan EARLY
Some airlines make availability to use miles 355 days in advance. If
you are first in line to book you have a better shot with many airlines.

If you can’t be early BE FLEXIBLE
Airlines add and subtract availability for seats using miles all the time.
Try to be flexible  with dates and check back to see if things change.

DON’T Give Up 
Last minute availability with miles pop up all the time. Before you
buy an expensive ticket, see if you can use those miles!

Consider ALTERNATE AIRPORTS
Sometimes nearby airports or destinations have much better
space, be sure to check all possibilities before giving up.

http://www.godsavethepoints.com


Great FREE Apps to maximise your travel
There are great apps to help you travel like a pro. You can
keep track of your mileage balances and expiration dates,
find public transit guides, plan vacations, get instant
language translations, book tours and activities and even
get into airport VIP lounges, just with the touch of a button.

Seek newer planes, more amenities, 
less jet lag
New planes offer more interior space, better cabin
pressure and air, allowing for more bags and less jet lag. 
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FINDING CHEAP TICKETS

MAKING THE JOURNEY BETTER
Anyone can get into airport ViP lounges
Anyone, even those flying economy, can get into most airline
lounges and it’s more affordable than one would think. Inside
you’ll find complimentary drinks, food, water, comfy couches
and chairs plus Wifi and more using great easy apps like
LoungeBuddy or Priority Pass with or without membership...

Use SeatGuru, to book best seats early
In every cabin, not all seats are created equal. Exit rows,
bulkheads and other seats offer extra legroom and
personal space. SeatGuru shows you the best seats on
every flight. Once you find your perfect seat, book it early
to secure best spot. 

Don’t wait last
minute, be careful
booking too early.
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Check flight deal
sites regularly.

2TOP TIP
Try different

airports, dates,
length of stay.

3TOP TIP
Know a 

FAIR PRICE, use
a price tracker.
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THERE’S NO MAGIC DAY, 
BUT THERE IS GENERALLY A RANGE
Studies show that any time from 200 days to 21 days could offer
the lowest price, with international tickets often best in the 80-
120 range and domestic tickets, best within the 121-21 range. 

KNOW WHAT’S FAIR IN PEAK AND 
OFF PEAK SEASONS
The best way to know a great price, and when to book, is to know
the average rates and what constitutes a great deal. Use ITA
Matrix to show you months of prices, knowing what’s fair in each
season. Air fares are generally higher in summer.

DON’T ALWAYS BUY INTO AIRLINE 
“SALE” EMAILS...
Don’t just buy because someone says SALE. It’s great to get sale
emails, but airlines are always having “sales”, and only a few offer
savings. Know what a good price is by searching before buying.

USE A PRICE TRACKER
AirFareWatchDog and Kayak offer price alerts for any flight in the
world. You enter your dates and a price you’re interested in, and
they’ll email you. No commitment. 

EVEN IF YOU OVER PAY, 
YOU MAY GET MONEY BACK!
Yapta and FairFly are two apps which track your fare and price
paid, if the fare drops by a certain amount, depending on airline,
you may receive a refund of the difference or the whole fare!

DEAL SITES ARE ALMOST PRICELESS
AirFareWatchDog, TheFlightDeal, SecretFlying, of course
GodSaveThePoints, show off record low fares every day, from all over
the world. Sometimes you’ll even find business class for less than
you were willing to pay for coach. Jump on it.

Fast Track In a hurry? most airlines or airports
will sell you fast track access, even
if you’re flying economy. It can save
hours in line and make for a much
more pleasant experience. 
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